Flowchart showing Impact of Informed Retraction*

- **Report**
  - Interview with Reporter
    - Honor Advisor meets with Reported Student

  - **Full Investigation**
    - If student does not request an IR, or the request for IR is not approved, a full Honor Investigation will follow

  - **Informed Retraction (IR)**
    - Student may request an IR, admitting to wrongdoing, and agreeing to make appropriate amends.

  - **Investigative Panel**
    - Hearing to determine accusation or drop
      - **Drop**
      - **Accuse**
        - Accuse if evidence supports an accusation by a standard of “more likely than not.”

  - **Honor Probation**
    - If request for IR is accepted, student is immediately placed on Honor Probation, but is permitted to remain enrolled during the current term

  - **Honor Leave of Absence**
    - Student agrees to take a two semester leave of absence from the University

  - **Trial**
    - Accused student requests trial and selects or is assigned counsel.
      - **Guilty**
        - Four fifths of jurors vote that Act and Knowledge were present; a simple majority vote that the act was Significant. Student is permanently dismissed from the University.
      - **Not Guilty**
        - Case dropped

  - **LAG**
    - Student leaves admitting guilt and is permanently dismissed from the University.

  - **Post-Trial Options**
    - Expedited and/or Regular Appeal

*Details of the Informed Retraction process, including limits on filings, deadlines, consequences, and criteria for the approval of a request for Informed Retraction, are set forth in Article III of the By-laws of the Honor Committee.